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Let X be a closed subset of 1= [ -1, 1], and let Bn(f} be the best uniform
approximation to fE C[X] from the set of polynomials of degree at most n. An
extended global Lipschitz constant is defined for f, and it is shown that this con
stant is asymptotically equivalent to the strong unicity constant. Estimates of the
size of the local Lipschitz constant for f are given when the cardinality of the set of
extremal points off - Bn(f) is n + 2. Examples which illustrate that the local and
extended global Lipschitz constants may have very different asymptotic behavior
are constructed. © 1986 Academic Pre,s, Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

Let X be a closed subset of 1= [ -1, 1] which contains at least n + 2
points, and suppose f E C[X], the space of continuous, real-valued
functions on X endowed with the uniform norm II· II. Denote the set of an
polynomials of degree n or less by fln . The behavior of the global Lipschitz
and the strong unicity constants determined by f, X, and n has been the

* Research for this paper was done while this author was a visiting professor at Central
Michigan University, August 1983-May 1984.

t Without G. Freud's pioneer work on Lipschitz constants, the results of this and many
other papers would not have been possible.
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focus of a number of research papers during the last decade [2, 3, 8, 12,
16].

More recently, two papers [1, 9J have investigated the behavior of local
Lipschitz and strong unicity constants. In the present paper we continue
the investigation of the behavior of local and global Lipschitz constants,
with an emphasis on how local and global Lipschitz constants relate to
each other, and to strong unicity and Lebesgue constants.

Before stating some known results alluded to in the previous paragraphs,
we establish notation that will be used throughout the paper. Let the best
approximation to ffrom fIn be designated by Bn(f). The error function is
then

(1.1 )

and the extremal set for the error function is

(1.2)

An alternant of the error function is any set

Xn= {Xo, Xl"'" X n+ I} £ En(f)

for which en(f)(xJ = y( _1)i Ile,,(f)II, i = 0, 1,..., n + 1, where y =
sgn en(f)(xO)'

DEFINITION 1. For f E C[XJ, the global Lipschitz constant is defined as

1 (f)= IIB,,(f)-B,,(g)11
An SUp f .

gopf II - gil
gEC[X]

(1.3)

DEFINITION 2. For f E C[X], the strong unicity constant is defined as

DEFINITION 3. For f E C[XJ, let

(1.4 )

),n(1, 6) = sup
0< IIf-gll,,;;8

gE e[x]

Then

II Bn(f) - Bn(g)1I

Ilf-gil
(1.5)

is the local Lipschitz constant.

(1.6)
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The inequalities
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(1.7)

follow easily from (1.3), (1.6), and [4, p.82], and represent elementary
relationships between these constants.

In the spirit of (1.5) and (1.6), it is also possible to define a local strong
unicity constant [9] for each f E C[X]. For rational approximation, it has
been shown that local and global strong unicity constants may differ
significantly. In the case of linear approximation, however, it is known that
these constants are equal for each f E C[X] [9]. In contrast, we will find
that for each n >°and for each e> 0, there exist f E C[X] such that
An(f)!An(f) < e.

The Lebesgue constant also plays a prominent role in the subsequent
investigations.

DEFINITION 4. Let {q7=0 be the Lagrange basis functions for Ih deter
mined by Y= {Yo, Yl"'" yd s:;x. The Lebesgue constant determined by Y
IS

(1.8 )

The next definition is needed in Theorem 1 and appears in [14].

DEFINITION 5. Letj, gE C[X]. Then

D B ( ) - l' BnU + tg) - BnU)
I ng -1m

t_O t
(1.9)

if the limit exists. In this case we say that DjBn(g) is the derivative of
BAf) in the direction of g.

It was essentially shown in [14J that if the cardinality of En(f), denoted
by IEn(f)I, equals n + 2, then DIBn(g) exists for all g E C[X] and DIBn is
a projection which maps C[X] onto JIn-

As we shall see in Theorem 1, certain interpolating polynomials provide
characterizations of both An(f) and Mn(f). Specifically, for X" =
{XO' Xj,"" x n+ 1}, define {qi}7~dsJIn by

and define Qn + J E JIn+ 1 by

j = 0, 1,..., n + 1, j #- i, (1.

j = 0, 1,..., n + 1. (1.11)
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THEOREM 1 [1,8]. Let f E C[X] and let En(f) consist of precisely the
n+2pointsxO<xl< .. , <Xn+l' Then

and

(b) Mn(f) = max I\q;\\.
O~i~n+l

(1.12;

(1.13;

In Section 3 we will use an extension of (1.13) which does not require
that IEn(f)! = n + 2. If lEn(f) I= n + 2, we observe from Theorem 1 that
neither t nor M n actually depend onf; instead, they both depend only on
the n + 2 points of En(f). Hence whenever IXn\ = n + 2, we will employ the
notation ~n(Xn) and Mn(Xn). The more common notation t(f) and Mn(fJ
will be used only if a given function f plays a central role in the analysis.

The next theorem gives upper and lower bounds for An(Xn) in terms oj
A n + l(Xn ),

THEOREM 2. Let Xn= {xo,"" x n+ d s;: X. Let An(Xn) be the locai
Lipschitz constant given by (1.12), and let An+l(Xn) be the Lebesgue con
stant determined by Xn. Then

An+1(Xn)-IIQn+lll ~1n(Xn)~An+l(Xn)+IIQn+dl ~2An+l(Xn)' (1.14)

where Qn+l is defined by (1.11).

Proof Suppose Xn is the extremal set for en(f), f E C[X]. It has been
shown [1] that

XEX, (1.15)

where Bn(g, Xn) is the best approximation to g from Iln on Xn. The result
follows from (1.12), (1.15), and [(1.14),5]. I

Example 1 demonstrates the utility of Theorem 2.

EXAMPLE 1. Let f(x) = l/(x - a), x E I and lal ~ 2. If Xn= En(f), then
jXnl =n+2. It can be shown [10] that the Qn+l defined by (1.11) is given
by
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where Cn(X) is the Chebyshev polynomial of degree n. Thus,

IIQn+111 ~3Ial/~.
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(1.16)

It is also known [11 J that there exist positive constants O! and f3 not
depending on n, such that O!log(n+ 1)~An+I(X,,)~f31og(n+ 1). In this
case we say the precise order of An + 1(Xn) is log(n + 1). This observation,
(1.14), and (1.16) imply that In(Xn) is of precise order log(n+l). As a
point of interest, for this example Mn(Xn) is of precise order n [10l
Therefore

The inequality (1.14) and Example 1 suggest the following question. For
each sequence {Xn}:= I' Xn= {x&n), xin), ..., X;:ll}' does there exist a positive
constant (J. not depending on n such that

(1.17)

This question will be answered in the next section.

2. loWER BOUNDS

In this section we seek lower bounds for local Lipschitz constants. First
we show that (1.17) is not always true.

EXAMPLE 2. Let Xn={xi}7~J£I, with -1=xo<x j < ... <xn+1<L
If qi' i = 0, 1,..., n + 1, is defined by (1.10), and If, j = 0,..., n + 1, i =I j, are the
Lagrange basis elements determined by X n - {xJ, then

n+1
\qix )\ ~ L \lj(x)\.

i=O
i.ej

It is well known [15J that

. wix )
l{(x) = ( ) '( )'

x-XiWjXi

where

n+1
wix )= n (x-xJ.

i=O
i.e)

i=lj,

(2.1 )

(2.2)
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Expressions (2.1) and (2.2) imply that

,,( n+l I w(x)(x;-Xj) !
!qj(x)!" L. (_ .)( _) '()';=0 X X, X xJ W Xl

;7"j

where w(x)=n7:~(x-xJ

Define uy(x) = w(x )/(x - x;)(x - Xj), for i -j:. j, i, j =0, 1,..., n + 1, and let

Un = max Iluijll.
;,j= O, ...•n + 1

;#j

Then (1.13) implies that

(2.3

Suppose now that

(2.4

If X E [-1, - D, then IUij(x)1 ~mn
, for all i and j, i -j:. j, Hence for somt

io -j:. jo,

n+l

Un = Ilu;ojoll = IU;ojo(1)! ~ IT (l-x;)= Ilwll· (2.5
;=0

Combining (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5) yields

n+l Ilwll
Mn(Xn)~ dn 1~0 Iw/(x,)1

On the other hand,

Together (2.6) and (2.7) imply that

Now (2.8) implies that

(2.6

(2.7

(2.8

(2.9
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If lim" ~ w d" = 0, we observe that we have constructed a sequence of
point sets {X,,}::'= 1 such that

(2.10 )

Furthermore, for an appropriate choice of the null sequence {d,,}::'= 1,

both (2.9) and (2.10) will converge to zero arbitrarily rapidly.
Henry et al. [12] have shown that

(2.11 )

We thus observe that if there exists lJ > 0 such that d" ~ (j for all n, then
the behavior exhibited in (2.9) is not possible. For any choice of d" =

X,,+ 1 - xo, (2.11) implies that dnl6 ~M"(X,,)j.1,, + 1(X,,).
Referring again to (1.14), we may infer from (2.10) that for the point sets

X" constructed in Example 2, .1"+I(X,,) and IIQ"+111 have the same
asymptotic order. Thus (1.14) does not always provide a useful lower
bound for local Lipschitz constants.

Consequently, it is desirable to establish other lower bounds for A",
perhaps still involving Lebesgue constants. To illustrate, the following
theorem for strong unicity constants was essentially proven in [12].

THEOREM 3. Let X,,={XO,Xl,...,X,,+I}£X and let A~+I be the
Lebesgue constant determined by X~ = X" - {xj }, j = 0, 1,..., n + 1. Then

M,,(Xn ) = max A~+ I'
O~j~n+l

(2.12)

The next theorem is a useful companion to Theorem 3 for the local
Lipschitz constant.We use the notation 11'11 x" for the uniform norm restric
ted to X n , and set M~(X,,)=maxO';;;j';;;"+1 Ilqjllx" for the polynomials qj
defined by (1.10).

THEOREM 4. Let Xn={xo,xl,...,x,,+d£X and let A~+1 denote the
Lebesgue constant determined by X~ = X n ~ {xJ, j = 0, ..., n + 1. Then

Aj Aj ~

min ~~ max ,,+1 ~A.,,(X,,)
O,;;;j';;;,,+ 1 n + 2 O';;;j';;;n+ 1 1 + IqiXj)1

640/46/2-2
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Proof It can be shown [1] that

B( X)( )=n~lg(x;)(-I)i+lqi(X)
n g, n X ~ ,

i=O m j

XEX, (2.14)

where qi, i=O, 1,...,n+l, is defined by (1.10); mi =I+lqi(xJI, i=O, 1,...,
n + 1; and Bn(g, X n) is defined below (1.15).

Since Bn(g, Xn) E IIn,

n+1
Bn(g, Xn)(x) = L h;f{(x),

j~O

j'i'j

XEX, (2.15)

for an appropriate choice of the hj, i=O, 1,00.,n+l; i=f.j. Here {1{}7,:;J,i'i'j
are the Lagrange basis functions for IIn determined by X~. Evaluating
(2.14) and (2.15) at Xk for k = 0, 1'00" n + 1 and k =f. j yields

hk=(-ll+1 nIl (_I)i gj+gk(I __I), (2.16)
j=O m i mk
j'i'k

where gj = g(x j), i = 0, 1'00" n + 1.
To establish the upper bound in (2.13), suppose that g E {u E C[X]:

Ilull = I} = U. Equation (2.16) then implies that

k=O,I,.oo,n+l;k=f.j. (2.17)

Since it is known [1] that
n+ I 1
L -=1,

i=O m i

(2.18 )

(2.17) and (2.18) imply that

Ihkl ~ 2 ( 1-~J, k = 0, 1'00" n + 1; k =f. j. (2.19)

Thus if gE U, it follows easily from (2.15), (2.19), and the definition of mk

that for every j, j = 0, 1'00" n + 1, we have

2M~(Xn) .
= l+M~(Xn)A~+I' (2.20)
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We conclude from (1.12) and (2.20) that
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(2.21 )

In order to establish the lower bound, consider g E C[X] such that
gj = 0. Then for each j, j = 0, 1,..., n + 1, the system of equations (2.16) is
given by

l-~ 1 1 (-1)"- -- go
Ino In l 1n2 m?l+]

1 1-~ 1 (_1)"+1
- g,

InO Inl InI mH + 1

(_I)l (_1)1+ 1
1__1_ ( _l)"+l+1

Ina m l m
j

_
1 mn + 1

gj-I

(-1)1+2 ( _1)l+3 1__1_ .. ,

(_l)"+l+3

Ino ml mj +] mn + 1
gj+l

( _1)"+2 (-1)"+3 1
1-- gn+]

mo ml mn + 1

hi

(2.22)

Let Aj be the coefficient matrix in (2.22), Gj = [go, ..., gj-I' gj+j, ...,

gn+I]T and Hj = [ho,..., hj-l, hj+j,'''' hn+I]T.
Then (2.22) may be rewritten as

j =0, 1,..., n + 1. (2.23 )

It follows from (2.18) that Aj is a strictly diagonally dominant matrix.
Therefore we may conclude from (2.18) and [18, Theorem A] that

j = 0, 1,..., n + 1. (2.24)

Now for fixed j, choose xE X such that

A~+ 1 = r~~ Ilflll = ~t~ Ilf(x)t,
i#j i%j

and choose

(2.25)

hi = sgn I{(x), i=O,1, ...,n+l;ii:-j. (2.26)

For this choice of Hj we see from (2.15) that there exists g E C[X] such
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that (2.23) is satisfied, gj=O, and g/IIGjllcoEU. Thus (2.15), (2.25), and
(2.26) imply that

(2.27)

It follows from (2.23), (2.24), and (2.27) that for each value of j, j = 0,
1, ..., n+ 1,

(2.28)

The lower bounds for ~n(Xn) follow from (1.12), (1.15), (2.18), and (2.28).
If En(f) = Xn for f E C[I], then since DfBn is a projection from C[I]

onto IIn, IIDfBnl1 =~n(Xn);,~(2/n2)logn+O(I) [13]. We use Theorem 4
in the next example to illustrate that ~n(Xn) may have an exponential rate
of growth.

EXAMPLE 3. Let X=I, and suppose Xn={x;}7~d, where X i = -1+
2i/(n + 1), i =0, 1,..., n + 1. From (2.2) it follows that

k = 0, 1'00" n + 1, (2.29)

k = 0, 1,..., n + 1.

where X= (xn+1 +xn)/2. From (2.29) it can be shown that

k >- 1 n~l Ik-il nj~6,j# 12n-q+ 11
An+l:?'2n.~ 12n-2i+ll nn':::-l . . Ii-J·I

1 = 0 ) - 0,./ ,c I

i,c k

Further simplification yields

k (2n+l)! n+llk-il 1
An+1 ;;::2 2nnl 12n-2k+ 11 .L 12n-2i+ 11 nn+l . . Ii-jl'

I ~ 0 ./ = 0,./ ,c I

i,c k

k = 0, 1'00" n + 1.

This inequality implies that

Ak (2n)! n+l(n+l)
n+l;;:: 22nn! (n + I)! 12n-2k+ 11 i~O i ' k=O, 1'00" n+ 1.

i,ck

(2.30)
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For n sufficiently large, (2.30) implies that

k (2n)1 n + 1 (n + 1\
An+l~22n+ln!(n+l)!12n_2k+ll i~O i)

(2n)!

Applying the weak form of Stirling's formula [15, p: 98J yields
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A k >- 2
n

n+ 1 7 en(n + 1) 12n - 2k + lI'

Inequality (2.31) and Theorem 4 imply that

k=O, 1,..., n+ 1. (2.31 )

~ 2n

A (X )~ .
n n en(n+l)(n+2)(2n+l)

Although the authors have not found examples which demonstrate that
the lower bounds given by (1.14) and (2.13) are sharp, equality (1.12) and
the examples in this section do give a sense of the asymptotic behavior of
the local Lipschitz constant.

Much less is known about global Lipschitz constants. The main theorem
of the next section deals with the asymptotic behavior of the global
Lipschitz constant.

3. GLOBAL LIPSCHITZ CONSTANTS

The major difficulty in analyzing the global Lipschitz constant is the
absence of any characterization of the global Lipschitz constant similar to
(1.12) for the local Lipschitz constant or (1.13) for the strong unicity con
stant. In fact, whereas (1.12) and (1.13) imply that the local Lipschitz and
strong unicity constants depend only on the set of extremal points X n of
en(f), the global Lipschitz constant appears to depend on both f and the
extremal points of en(f).

The goal of the present section is to show that local and global Lipschitz
constants may have very different behavior. This contrasts sharply with the
fact that the local and global strong unicity constants are equal in the
linear case [9].

Before exhibiting Theorem 5, we present some machinery that will allow
us to relax the requirement that IEn(f)1 = n + 2.
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LEMMA 1 [17]. For XEX, let OJ(x)=sgn(f-Bn(f))(x). Let S be the
set of all ordered sequences Y: Yo < Yl < .. , < Yn of n + 1 points in En(f)
such that (a) OJ(Yo),'''' OJ(Yn) alternate in sign, or (b) for some i= 1,..., n,
0"iYo),"., aAYi-l) alternate in sign, aiYi),...,Oj(Yn) alternate in sign, and
OJ(Yi_l)=Oj(Y;). For Y: Yo< Yl < ... < Yn in S, let py be the element of
Iln such that p y(Yi) =OJ(Y;), i =0,..., n. Then

Mn(f)=max{llpYII: YES, af(Y) py(y)~ 1forallYEEn(f)}· (3.1)

We note that if IEn(f)1 =n+2, then (3.1) reduces to (1.13). If IEn(f)1 >
n + 2, Lemma 1 shows that the strong unicity constant is determined by
En(f) and the sign orientation of en(f) on En(f). Thus, any two functions
possessing the same extremal set and sign orientation (in the sense of (a) or
(b) in Lemma 1) generate the same strong unicity constant. These obser
vations motivate the following definition of an extended global Lipschitz
constant.

For f E C[I], let

and set

G(f)(X) = aAx),

=0,

xEEn(f)

XEI-EnU)
(3.2)

F(f) = {fE C[IJ: G(J)(x) = G(f)(x) for all x E I

or G(J)(X) = -G(f)(x)forallxEI}. (3.3)

DEFINITION 6. For f E C[I], the extended global Lipschitz constant
.1:U) is defined by

.1:(f) = sup{ .1n(h): hE F(f)}.

It follows from (1.7) and the remarks following Lemma 1 that

(3.4 )

(3.5)

The next theorem exhibits a lower bound for the extended global
Lipschitz constant.

THEOREM 5. For any f E C[I],

(3.6)

Proof Let f E C[I]. Without loss of generality, we may assume that
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n ~ 1 and Bn(f) == O. Let En(f) = U~=o E j , where for y = ±l, if x E Ej ,

O~j~l, then

f(x)=y(-l)J Ilfll, (3.7)

and x < Y if x E Em and Y E Em + l' Note that I~ n + 1.
In this setting, Lemma 1 implies that there exists a qn E lIn and

Yo < Y1 < '" < Yn such that {Yi}7~0 satisfies one of the following two con
ditions:

(A) f(Yi)' O~i~n, alternate in sign, or

(B) for some k ~ 1, f(y;) alternate in sign for 0 ~ i~ k - 1, f(y;)
alternate in sign for k ~ i ~ n, and sgn f(Yk- d = sgn f(Yk)'

Furthermore, in either case (A) or case (B), flqnll = Mn(f),

and

qn(X) sgn f(x) ~ 1,

i=O, ..., n.

(3.8)

(3.9)

We note for n ~ 1 Lemma 1 implies that qn is not constant.
Since cases (A) and (B) are similar, we shall consider only case (B). To

establish (3.6) we construct two functions,] and fl- The function f will be
shown to be an element of F(f), and fl will be used to estimate the size of
An(f).

First set Xi=Yi, 0~i~k-1, and Xi=Yi-l, k+1~i~n+l, where
{Y;}7~o is described in (B). The point X k will be defined momentarily.

If 0 ~ i ~ n + 1 and i i= k, we have from (B) that

where f1 = ±1. Therefore from (3.9),

(3.10)

O~i~n+ 1, ii=k. (3.11)

Assume that Xk-l E Er and x k + 1 E E" where r < s. We claim that Xk~ 1 is
the largest point in Er and Xk + 1 is the smallest point in Es. By way of con
tradiction, assume there exists an XE Er with x> Xk -1' (The argument is
similar if we assume there exists ayE Es with y < Xk+ 1') From (3.7), (3.8),
and (3.10) we have that

(3.12)

By (3.11),

(3.13)
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On [XO,Xk~I]' (3.11) implies that qn has k-l zeroes t1 <t2 < ... <
tk- 1• Thus q~ has k-2 distinct zeroes in the open interval (t lo tk-d.
Analogously, qn has n - k zeroes SI < ... < Sn-k in [Xk+ 10 Xn+ 1]' so q~ has
n-k-l zeroes in the open interval (SI' Sn~k)'

Moreover, since (3.12) and (3.13) hold, q~ must have at least three zeroes
in the open interval (tk- 1 , sd. Thus q~ has at least n zeroes in (xo, xn+d,
which contradicts the assumption that qn is not constant. This establishes
our claim.

Now let Xk=Xk_l +6, where b>O is sufficiently small that Xk<Xk+l;
thus Xk¢ En(f). Using an argument similar to the above with x= Xb it can
be shown that

(3.14)

Using the fact that Mn(af) = Mn(f) if a#O, we may also assume that

II f II ~ 2Mn(f).

From the definition of qn and (3.15), it follows that

Ilfll ~211qnll ~2.

(3.15)

(3.16)

We are now ready to define the functionsJandfl on E; = En(f) u {xd.
We will eventually show J E F(f) and An(J) ~ M n(f) + O(b) for b > 0 suf
ficiently small, where J and fl are in C[I]. Let

J(X) = f(x),

= (- 1)k( II f II - 6),

and

fl(X) = f(x) - sgnf(x),

= (_l)k Ilfll- qn(xd,

(3.17)

(3.18 )

For xEE;, (3.13), (3.14), (3.17), and (3.18) imply that

Ifl(X) - J(x)1 ~ (j + Iqn(xk)1 = 1 + 0(6).

Furthermore, from (3.10), (3.11), and (3.18) we have that

(3.19)

O~i~n+1. (3.20)

If x E En(f), then (3.8) and (3.16) insure that - II f II ~ qn(x) sgn f(x) ~ 1;
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also, (3.18) implies that I/l(X)+qn(x)1 = 111/11-1 + qn(x) sgn/(x)l·
Together with (3.20), this shows that for all x E E:,

(3.21)

Inequalities (3.20) and (3.21) now imply that Bn(fb E:) = -qn-
We have constructed functions J and /1 on E: with best approximations

Bn(J, E:):=O (from 3.17) and Bn(fb E:)= -qn' To achieve the objectives
described below (3.9), we must extend both f and II to aU of I while preser
ving their best approximations. We must also insure that f E F(f), and
preserve (3.19) for all x E I. Since the complete extensions can be obtained
in a standard (but somewhat technical) way, we only sketch the extension
process.

In this context, let (a, [3) be any open interval such that a, fJ E E:: u

{-1, I} and (a, fJ)n E: = 0. If a, [3 E E:, set f and /1 equal to zero on
[a + e, [3 - e] for some e with 0 < e < ([3 - a)/2, and let f and /1 be linear on
[a,a+e] and on [[3-e,[3]. If a= -1 </::E:, replace a+e above by -1,
and if [3 = 1 </:: E: then replace [3 - (; above by 1. Extending f to all of I in
this manner insures that Bn(J,I):=O and G(J)(x) = G(f)(x) for aU xEL
We proceed to show that Bn(fb 1) = -qn and that (3.19) holds for an x E J.

First assume that aEEn(f), [3EE;, and/(a)= II/II (the case aEEn(f),
(lEE;, and /(a) = -II/II is similar). Then (3.8) and (3.16) imply that
-11/11~qn(()()~1. If qn(a)<l, then using (3.16) and (3.18) we have
- 11/11 </I(a) +qn(a) = II/ /1-1 + qn(a) < II/II. Thus for I: > 0 sufficiently
small, (3.21) holds on (a, a+(;), and thus on (a, [3-e).

If qn(a)= 1, choose 1'>0 small enough to insure that qn(x»O for all
x E (a, a +[;). If there exists an x E (a, a + e) such that (3.21) fails, then
!I/II < I/l(x) +qn(x)1 = 11(X) +qn(x). Hence

qn(cx)-q,Jx) = 1-qn(x)< 1+11(x)-II/11

= II I II - 1 (a +e_ x) _ ( Ii I II _ 1) = II I II - 1 (a - x).
e I'

Therefore

which is false if e is sufficiently small, since for some ~ E (0:, r:t + 1:),
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Next assume that a = Xko f3 E En(f), and

(3.22)

(the case f1(a) = -llfll-qn(ex) is similar). Equalities (3.10), (3.18), and
(3.22) imply that sgnf(xk-d= -1, so (3.9) yields qn(xk-d= -1. Since
qnEC[I], qn(Xk) = -1+0(15). For e and 15 sufficiently small we can thus
assume thatf1(x»0 and that -llqnll~qn(x)<O on (a,a+e). If (3.21)
fails for some x E (a, rx + e), then II! II < If1(X) + qn(x)l. Assuming
f1(X) < -qn(x) implies Ilfll < -f1(X)-qn(x)~ Ilqnll, contradicting (3.16).
On the other hand, iff1(x)~ -qn(x), then

Utilizing (3.22) now yields

which in turn implies that

which is again a contradiction for e sufficiently small. Therefore (3.21) is
again valid for the interval (rx, f3 - e). .Similar arguments establish (3.21) for
the interval [f3 - e, f3], as well as for the cases rx = -1 f/= E; and f3 = 1 f/= E;.
We have extendedf1 to all of / so that Bn(fu 1) = -qn' and so that (3.19)
is true for any x E 1. Thus

An(f) ~ IIBnt!' 1)_- Bn(f1, /)11 = ~qnll

Ilf-f111 Ilf-1iI1
~ Mn(f) _
r 1+ 0(15) - Mn(f) + 0(15) (3.23)

for 15 sufficiently small. Since J E F(f), (3.23) implies that X;(f) ~ Mn(f),
which concludes the proof of Theorem 5. I

COROLLARY 1. For f E C[I],

(3.24)
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The inequalities in (3.24) show that the extended global Lipschitz con
stant is asymptotically equivalent to the strong unicity constant.

COROLLARY 2. For any f E C[l] with extremal set E,,(1), there exists
g/jEC[I] such that E,,(g/j) = E,,(f), e,,(f)'e,,(g/j) >0 on E,,(1), M,,(g/j) =
M,,(f), and A,,(g/j) ~ M,,(g/j) + 0(15) for b > 0 sufficiently smalL

4. OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Example 1 exhibits a function f E C[I] such that IE,,(1)1 = IX"I = n + 2
for all n ~ 1 and

(4.1 )

If IX"I = n + 2, then (3.3) and (3.4) imply that X" determines an extended
global Lipschitz constant defined by

Thus for the point sets X,,=E,,(f) in Example 1, (3.24) and (4.1) show
that

(4.2)

From Example 1, the quotient in (4.1) converges to zero like
n-llog(n+ 1). Our last example will demonstrate that the quotient ).,,(X,,)/
M,,(X,,) may converge to zero arbitrarily rapidly.

EXAMPLE 4. Let X" s; X consist of the points Xo < Xl < ... < x" < x,,+ 1

and let qj,j=O, 1, ...,n+1, be defined by (1.10). Then for O~j~n,

,,+1

Iqix)1 ~ I Iwix)/[(x-x;) w;(x;)] I,
i=O
i.ej

where wj is defined below (2.2). Therefore
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For fixed B > 0 we now require that

and

(4.4 )

(4.5)

where <5 > 0 will be specified later. With these additional assumptions, (4.3)
implies that

For j=n+ 1,

(4.6)

while

n 1
~(Xn+l-xny+l L -1-'(-.-)1'

i=O w X,

From (1.12) we see that

An(Xn)~f Ilqjll'+ Ilqn+lll ,
j=O Iqn+l(Xn+dl

Therefore the inequalities (4.6) through (4.9) imply that

~ (n+1)2n+1(xn-xo) n 1 2n+1

An(Xn)~ ( y L I '( )1 + ( y+l'Xn+l- Xn i=O W Xi Xn+1 -Xn

(4.8)

(4.9)

Applying (4.4) and (4.5) to this inequality yields

A (X )~2n+l(n+2)(xn-xo)~ 1 (4.10)
n n --:: (xn+1 -xny+l i:-olw'(xi)l'

From (1.13) and (4.8) we see that
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Thus (4.10) and (4.11) yield

2n(Xn) ~ (xn-xo)' 2n+1
• (n+2)

Mn(Xn) '" (Xn+l _xn)2n+2
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(4.12)

If we let [; = j12n + 2/(n + 2) 2n+\ where j1 can be chosen to be arbitrarily
small, then (4.4), (4.5), and (4.12) imply that

An(Xn) :;:;; (!!:.)2n + 2.

Mn(Xn) B

Thus for an appropriate choice of Xn , n = 1, 2,..., the quotients 2n(XJ/
Mn(Xn) will converge to zero arbitrarily rapidly.

Inequality (3.24) and Example 4 demonstrate that the quotient 2n(Xn )/

).;(Xn ) also may converge to zero arbitrarily rapidly. Thus, in contrast to
the equality of the local and global strong unicity constants in the setting of
this paper, the local and extended global Lipschitz constants may have
very different asymptotic behavior.

Although Corollaries 1 and 2 do shed considerable light on the behavior
of the global Lipschitz constant, they leave unanswered the question of
whether or not MnU) and AnU) have the same asymptotic order for every
f E C[X]. In this regard, it appears that the global Lipschitz constant An(f)
really does depend on the function f as well as on the sign orientation of
the error function on its extremal set. On the other hand, Theorem 5 and
(3.5) establish that ),;U) and MAl) always have the same asymptotic
behavior.
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